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Physlcs. - "Contribution to tAe tlwo1'Y of binal'y mixtu1'es." By 
Prof. J. D. VAN DEH WAALS. 

The theory of binal'Y mixtures, as developed in t11e "Théorie 
moléculaire", has given 1'ise to numerous experimental anel theoretical 
investigations, which have undoubtedly greatly contributed to obtain 
a clearer insight into the phenomena which pre~ent themselves for 
the mixtures. Still, many questions have remained unanswered, and 
among them very important ones. Among these still unanswered 
questions I count that bearing on a classification of the different 
gl'OUpS of tp-surfaces. Por some binary systems the plait of the 
tp-surface has a simpIe shape. For othe1's ü is complex, or the1'e 
exists a second plait. And nobody has as yet succeedeel in pointing 
out the cause for those different forms, not even in bl'inging them in 
connection with othel' properties of the special groups of mixtures. 
It is true that in theory the equation of the spinodal curve which 
bounds the plait, has been given, and whell this is lmown with perfect 
accu racy , it must be possible to analysis to make the classification. 
But the equation appears to be veq complicated, and it is, especjally 
fol' small volumes, only correct by approximation, on account of 
our imperfect lmowledge of the equation of state. Led by this consi
deration I have tried to find a method of treatment of the theory 
which is easier to follow than the analytical one, and which, as the 
result proyed, enables us to point out a cause for the different shape 
of the plaits, and which il!. general thl'oWS new light upon othel' 
already more Ol' less known phenomena. 

Theory teaches that for coexisting phases at given temperailU'e 

(dlfJ) (dl/J) (d tfJ) (dW) th1'ee quantities viz. - -d '-d ' and "lJ-V -d -0) -d' 
v xT ,'I) I,T v :cT ,'I) uT 

must be equal. The first of these quantities is the pressure, which 
we represent by p; the second is the difference of the molecular 
potentials or M2 (12-Ml (11' which we shall by analogy represent 
by q. The third of these quantities' is the molecular potentialof the 
first component, which we shall represent by Mi (.Ll' Now the points 
for equal value of p lie on a curve which is continuously trans
formed with change of the yalue of p, so that, if we think all the 
p-curves to be drawn, the whole v,m-diagram is taken up by them, 
In thè same way the points fol' given value of q lie on a Clll've 
which continuously changes its shape with change of the value of qi 
and again when all the q-lines have been drawn, the whole 'V,x· 
diagram is taken up. Both the p-lines and the q-lines have the 
property, that thl'ough a given point only one p-line, or only one 

----------------------
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q-line can be drawn. One single ]'I-line, however, intersects an infinitë 
nllmber of lines of the q-system, and every q-line an infinite number -
of lines of the p-system. One and the same p-line intersects a given 
q-line even in several points. However, it will, of course, be neces
sary, that if two points indicate coexisting--phases, both the p-line 
and the q-line whirh passes through tbe first point, passes also 
through the second point. lf we choose a p-line for two coexisting 
phases, not every ftrbJtrarily chosen value fol' a q-liné will satisfy the 
condition of coexistence in its intersections with the p-line, because 
a third condItion mUbt be satisfied, viz. that M1 f.Ll mUbt have the 
same value. The resnlt comes to this: when all the p-lines and aU 
the q-lines have been drawn and provided with their indices there 
is Ol1e more rule required to determine the points which belong 
together as indicatillg coexisting points So in the following pages 
I shall have to show, when this method for the determina;tion of 
coexisting phases is followed: 1. What the shape of the p-lil!es is, 
and how th is shape dept:'nds on the choice of the components. 
2. Wh at the shape of the q-lines is, and how th is shape depends 
on the choice of the components. 3. Wh at rule exists to find the 
pair Ol' pairs of points representing coexisting phases from the infinite 
number of pairs of points which have the same vall1e of q, when p 
has been given - Ol' when on the other hand the value of 'q <is 
chosen beforehand, to find the value of p required fol' coexistence. 

But for the determination of the shape of the spinodal curve the 
application of the rule in question if:l not necessary. For th is the 
drawing of the p- and the q-lines suffices. There is viz. a point of 
the spinodal curve wherever a p-line touches a q-line. We have viz. 

from - - + - = 0, and fro111 -- - + - = ° for -d21J1(dV) d
2

lfJ d
2

lfJ (dV) d
2

1.fJ (dV) 
dv2 d.'IJ p dvdOJ dOJdv d.'IJ q d.'lJ2 dOJ /' 

~lfJ ~lfJ 

d,'lJdv (dV) d,'lJ
2 

the value - -- and fol' d- the \'alue - --, and so we may 
d2 lfJ OJ q d2 lfJ 

dv 2 dOJdv 

write the equation of the spinodal curve: 

(~:)p = (~:)q' 
C So if we are able to derive fro111 the properties of thc components 
of a mixture what the course of the p- and of thc q-lines is, we 
cau derive much, if not cyerything, about the shape of the spinodal 
curve. And even when the course of these lines can only be predicted 
qualitatively, and the quantitatively accurate knowledge is wanting. 
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the qnantitatively accurate shape of 1110 c;pinodal ClH've will, indeed, 
not be known, but yet in large traiis the reasons may be stated, 
why in many cases tlie shape of the plaü is so simple a& we are 
used to consider as the normal course, wberea& lil otber cases the 
plait is more complex, and there a)'e even cases tb at there is a 
second plaiL. 

Particularly with regard to the p-lines, it. is possible to forecast 
the course of these lines from the properties of the components. 
With regal'd to the q-lines tbis is not possible to the sal~e extent, 
but if th ere IS some uncertainty about them, we sha11 genel'ally have 
to choose between but few pObsibihties. 

THE COURSE OF THE p-I,INES. 

In fact the most essentlal features of the course of the lJ-lines 
were al ready published by me in "Ternary Systems" - and only 
little l1eed be added to enable us to determine this COUl'~e in aBy 

, d~ 
given case of two arbitrarily chosen components. As p = --

dV3J7' 

and (dV) = _ (~)'T , it IS 

dl/! p (dP) 
dv xT 

reql11red for indicating the course of 

these p-lines to lmow the course of the ClU'ves (?v),.T = 0 and 

( dP) =0. 
dm LT 

I 

The farmer curve has a contil1uous liqmd branch, and a continuous 
gas branch, at least when T lies below elrery possrble Tk, when we 
denote by Tk the. critical temperature for every mixture taken as 
homogeneous that occurs in the diagram. If there should be a minimum 
"alue of Tl. fol' certain value of .'IJ, and T is higher than this mini-

mum Tk. the curve (::)XT 0 has split up i11to two separate curves, 

In either of them the gas and the liquid branch have joined at a 
value of v = Vk. In this case a tangent may the11 be traced II to 

the v-axis to each of these two parts of the curve (ddP) = 0, 
v x7' 

The second curve (ddP) '= 0 is 011e which has two asymptotes, 
,v v11 

and which may be l'oughly compared to 011e half of a hypel'bola. 
The shape of thjs curve del'ived frol11 the equation of state follows 
f!'Om the equn.tion: 
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MRTdb da 
da! da! 

--- - - = O. 
(v-W v~ 

lf ~ve now always take as second component that with the greatest 
db ~ 

value of b, so that -d is always positiye, it appcal's from the given 
a! 

equation that the curve (ddP) = 0 camlot possess points for these 
a! uT 

da 
values of tIJ, for which -d is negative. Only at that value of tIJ for 

tIJ 

da 
which -d = 0, th.is possibility begins, but then only if T = O. lf 

m 

da 
T has a definite value - must be positive, for points of this curve 

dm 
da db 

to be possible. Fo!' V = 00, - must be = MRT -. And the value 
dtlJ dm 

of tIJ which satisfies this equation, indicates one asymptote of the 
disrussed curve by a Jine / / to the v-axis. If this asymptote has 
been drawn, we may think the mixtures with decreasing critical 
temperature to be placed on its left side. And on the l'ight the 
mixtures with increasing critical temperature do not yet immedi~tely 
follow. Fo!' a separation between the mixtures with decreasing and 

da adb a 
those with increasing 17" - must be = - -; only wh en kIR T = -

dm b dm b 
Tlc would immediately ascend again on the right of tbis asymptote; 
bnt then T would have to be chosen so high, that it was 27/s Tb 
:1nd for the present at least we shall choose T far below that limit. 

That the line tIJ = c, where c has the value which follows ti'om 
da . db 
- = MRl -, is an asymptote, is seen when we think the equation 
dilJ dm 

of the curve ( dP) = 0 
dllJ uT 

written as follows: 
v~ 

(v-W 

da 
dm 

db 
MRT

dm 

As 

da v 
the value of - becOInes larger from 1eft to right, -- must increase 

~ v-b 
• 'l) 

from left to l'lght, or b decrease. Fo!' the value of al, following 

da db v . 'l) 

from - = MRT -, - is infinite ; for larger values of tIJ, - decreases 
d,v d,v b . b 
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da 
never become = 1, because -

d,'V 

cannot become infinitc, the curve v = b is the second asymptote. 
80 if [IJ is made to increase more and more, also beyond the values 
which for a gi\'en pair of componenls are possible in order to 
examine the eircumstances which may' oCCUl' with all possible s,)'stems 

db 
.fOl' wllich with positive value of - incl'easing value of Tk is always 

dal 

found, a minimum volume must occul' on the curve (ddP) = o. 80 
IV vT 

(
cl

2P
) fol' this point -cl ,2 = O. 

,v vT 

NO\v that we have described in general outlines the two CUl'ves 
which con trol the course of the p-lines, we sl1a11 have to show in 
wh at way the,)' do so. -

Fl'om 

(
clV) (~)VT 
dra pT - (elP) 

clv xT 

follows that to a p-line a tangent ma,)' be elrawn II :v-axis when it 

'elP) passes through tbe cnrve (-:J ' l.tnel a tangent II v-axis, when it 
tbi/J vI' 

passes thl'ough the curve (iv) :r'T But though these are important 

properties they woulel be inadequate for a determination of the course 
of the jsobal's, if not in general outlines the sllape of one of tllese 

lines coulel be given. The line (elP) - 0 viz. intersects the line 
dlIJ vT 

(el elP) = 0 in two points, anel it is thesp, two points which are of 
v xl' 

fund amen tal signifieunce for the course of the p-lines. The point 
of interse~tion with the liquiel branch is viz. for a definiie p-line a 
double point, the second point of intersection being such an isolated 
point that it may be considered as a p-curve th at has contractecl to 
a siugle point:- The surface p =! ([IJ, v) is namely conYex-conca\'e 
in the neighhourhood of tbe first mentioned point. 8een fl'0111 below 
a section Ij v-axis is convex, aud a section I1 x-axis is concave. A 
plane, parallel to the v, :v-plane touching the p-suriace in tel'sects , 
thel'efore, this sUl,thee in (wo rea.l lines, accol'ding to which p bas 
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tlie same value. But for the second pOInt of intersection the two 
sections are concave seen from below - and there are no reallines -
of intersection. This second point is a rea I point of maximum pressurp-. 
With all these properties, and also with those mentioned before or 

d2a 
still to be mentioned, - is assumed to be positive. 1) 

dm 2 

Now the curve iJ = constant passing through the fil'st point of 

intersection which the curves (dd
P

) = 0 and (dd~) = 0 have in 
v xT m uT 

common, is lhe isobal' whose shape we can give, which shape 
at the same time is decisive for all those following, either for 
largel' or smaller vaIue of p. In the adjoined figure 1 its conrse is 
represented. Ooming from the )eft it retains its direction to the 

right also in the point of intersection with the curve (dP) = 0, 
, dm v 

the convex side all the time turned to the x-axis till it is dil'ected 
straight downward in the point where it meets the vapour 

branch of the curve: (dP) = 0. Thel'e it has a tangent II v-axis, and 
dv xT 

from the1'e it has turned its concave side to tlle ,7,'-axis. When it 

meets the curve (d~) = 0, (C,dlV ) is equal to 0 for th is as for all 
d,'I) vT ,'I) IJ 

isobars. Passing again througll the curve (:):T (~:) p is again infi

nitely large, and pursuing its course, it passes for the second time 
throllgh the double point, and fmther mov'es to the right, always 
passing to smaller vaIues of v, till jt has agaill a tangent lito the 

axis of x, when it meets the curve (~) = 0 onee more, aftel' which 

it proceeds to largel' vaIue of v. It is cleal' that in the path it describes 
fi'om the double point till it passes through this point fol' the second 
time, it has passed l'Ound the point we have called the second point 

1) Thai the characters of the two points of intersection of the curve (dP)= 0 
dw I,T 

with the curve (dF) = 0 are different appem's among othe1's from this that when 
dv 3:7' -

these points of intersection coincide as is the case ""hen these curves touch each 

other, the quantity - - - -- = O. 'rhe charactel' of the points of inter-
d2p d2p (d2P )2 . 
dv2 dx 2 dm dv 

section depends on this quautity being positive or negative. 
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of intersection wirh the curve (dP) = 0, and where maximum pres-
dv xT 

sure is found. In fig. 1 some more isobars have now been dl'awn 
besides this one. We obtain the course of the iso bars for lower value 
of p by drawing a curve starting from the left at higher value of 
v, bearing in mind that two p-lines of different value of p can 
never intersect, because the p is univalent for given value of [IJ 

and v. Such an isobar cuts the curve (dP) = ° on the 1eft of the 
dv xT 

iso bar with the double point in two points, where (~:)p- 00, then 

passes through the curve (dP) = ° in a point where (ddV) = 0, 
d{/) oT tI] pT 

and has then alFio on the right of the said isobar again two points 

, of intersection with t11e curve (ddP) = 0, in whieh points of intel'section 
v xT 

again (ddV,) = 00. 
tV pT 

An isobar of somewhat higher value of IJ bas split up into two 
isolated branches. One of them starts on the right at somewhat smaller 
value of v; further this branch follows the course of the iso bal' with 
tbe loop, but must not cut it. Arrived in the neig'hbonrhood of the 
double point it is always obliged to remain at smal! volumes; there 

it meets the curve (dd~) = 0, and it bas (dd~) = O. From th is point 
[IJ v [IJ p 

it proceeds to smaller volumes, till a new meeting-point with the same 
CUl've causes this branch again to turn to larger volnmes. But the 
second branch of this isobal' of higher value of]J is entirely inclosed 
wiihin t11e loop of the loop-isobar. Sueh a Qraneh farms' a closed 
curve sUl'l'ounding the point which we have caUed the second point 

of intersection of the curves (ddP) , ° and (d~) = 0. Snch a 
v x ,'IJ v ' 

closed branch passes twice through (d~) = 0, and also twiee through 
- dm " 

(dP) = 0, and has again in t11e first Cc'tses (dt') = 0, iu the second 
dv x , dm p 

, (dV) 
points of Întel'seetion dm' p- (IJ • 

With ascending valne of p the detached port.ion of the p-line 
C'ontl'acts more and more, till ii has enJltractecJ to a single point So 
at still highél' valne of p only alle single branch of the p-line l'emains. 
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A similar l'emark must be made fo)' tbe curves of lowel' value of p. ~ 

Tbe smallest value of ]J tbr gas volumes is of course p = 0;, but 
this limit does not exist fol' the minimum pl'essnre of tbe mixtures 
with given valne of x. For tbis we lmow tbat also values of p may 
occur which are strongly negative. For values of iJ which are negative, 
the p-line has again divided into t wo disjointed pOl'tions, viz. a 
portion lying on the left in tbe diagram, wbich is restricted to 
volumes somew hat larger and somewbat smaller than that of the 

liquid branch of the curve (:~l = 0, and a similar porti;n lying 

on the l'ight in the diagram. 
Also on the locus of the points of inflertion of the isobal's the 

giyen diagram can throw light. 80 it is evident in the first place, 

(
dP) -thai bet ween tlie two branches of the curve dv x = 0 starting 

from the double point, both on the lef't and on the l'ight a connected 

( d
2V) (dP) series of points is fOlmd where -d.

2 
= O. If the curve - = 0 

m p dv x 

itself shollld possess a double point, which is the case when T has 
exactly lbe value of Tr. minimum, tbis locus of tbe points of inflec
tion of the p-lines passe& through this double point, and when the 

curve (dP) = 0 has split up into two separate portions, as is the 
dv x 

case for still higher valne of T, then those points of the two portions 

where dv = 00 uelong to this loens. lt is also apparent from the 
dm 

diagram that two more series of points start from the double point, 
one on the l'ight and one on the left, as locus of the points of 
inflection, and that these run to smaller volumes. 

An isobar with s;mewhat largel' valne of p than that of the loop
shaped isobal' pas a tangent I I to the x-axis where it passes through 

the curve (dP) = O. On the right and on the left of th at point it 
dm v 

turns its concave side to the x-axis, whereas at larger distance it 
must again turn its convex side to it on both sides. 80 there start 

( 
d2V) 

from the double point four branches on which dm 2 p = O. It is 

also easy to see th at the branch which moves to tbe right towards 

. (dP) smaller volumes, must pass throllgh that pomt of ~he curve dm v = 0 

where the tangent is II x-axis. For an isobal' which 'passes through 
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the curve (dF) = 0 on the left of this point, turns its concave side 
dm v 

to the x-axis, but when it passes for the second time through the 
said curve on the right of the point, its convex side. Hence an isobar 
where these two intel'sections have coincided, has its point of inflec
~ion in the point itself. If we wish to divirle all the v,x-diagram into 

regions where (dd
2V) is either positive or negative, it must be , m~ 

• ,P 

borne in mind that also the two branches of line (~:) x 0 them

selves form the boundaries for these regions, because on that line 

(::)p = 00. 

d2a 
In . all this is supposed to be positive. For on the contrary 

dm~ 

the conrse of the line (~~)v = 0, to which we c0uld now assign 

,an existence on the right of the asymptote which is given by 

ifl~l,db da d d' d I I f' f' I 11" 1, - = -, woul be lrecte to tIe e tot lis asymptote, 
dtv dm 

d2a 
when dm~ should be negative, sa if 2a12 could be> al + a2 • For as 

da 

(

V )2 dm 
v-b = JltJR1' db' 

dm 

1) da 
the value of b decreases only, when dm increases. 

da 
If we put a = A + 2 Bm + G'lJ2, and so dtv = 2 (B + Cx), it appears 

da 
that with C negative x must decrease in order to make - increase. 

\ dJ; 
For the points ofthis line p would then possess a minimum for given 

d2p 
value of v, and so -d 2 would be positiye. From this follows then th at 

_ m v 

the two points of intersection of th is line with the Cl1l've (dP) = 0 
dv x 

have interchanged 1'oles. The point of intersection with the smallest 
volume reprei5ents then a real minimum of p, and will have the 
same significance for the course of the p-lines as the second point 

d2a 
of intersection has, when -d is positive. And the point of intersection 

lV'2 
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with the smallest volume has now, become doublé point. I' have, 
however, omitted the drawing of this case 1. becaüse' most likely 
the case does not really OCCUl', and 2. because the dl:awing may 
easily be found by reversing the pl'eceding one. There are ,e.g. with 
the solution of salts in water cases which on' a cursory examination 

" . " d2a," 
present some' resemblance with the assumption -d negative, but 

, 0;2 

~hich yet are brought about by i~fluences perfectly different from 
d2a 

the ,fact of a negative value for do;" 

dIa 
, Such a diagram for the case - negative, though, wpuld quite 

dll]' 
fall in with the right side of fig. 1. As in the given' figure nc 
increases with te on the l'ight ,side, and there is a maximum v.!tlue 

. ~a 

of nc 011 the supposition -, fig. 1 rnight be still extended to the right 
do;' 

ti11 sueh a maximum Tl,; ,,,as reaehed. But then we shonld also have 
to suppose that a value of x could exist Ol' rather a mixture for 

d2a , 
whieh at a cel'tain value of tIJ the qu~ntity - reverses its sign. , 

do; 2 , 

Every region of fig. 1 of certain width which is taken pamllel to 
the v-axis can now be cut out for al + a 2 - 2au positive, to denote 
the course of the isobars. Regions on the 1eft side indicate the course 
of the isohars for mixtures for w hieh with increasing value of b the 
critical temperatnre decreases - regions on the riglifside for mixtures 
for which with increa.sing value of b the critical temperature increases -
the middle l'egion with the complicated course of the isobars when 
th ere is a mjnimum Tk• Th,e left region wouid be compress~d. to ~n 

, , .. da 
exceedingly small one if we wished ,to. exclude the case do; negat~ve 

, ' 

da 
or - = O. We do so when putting au = Vala,. On,such a suppo

d.v 

sition a minimum Tk is still possible, but the left region must then 
have an exceedingly narrow widtll. There is, ho wever, no l'easonable 

. ground fol' the supposition al a2 = au 2. There would be, if the quantity 
a fo~' the different substances depended only on the moleculal' weights, 

,and so a = Em
2 held for' constant value' of E~ If the attraction, 'just 

,as with NEWTON'S attraction, is made to depend on the mass of the 
.,molecules, and so if we put al = Elm l \ and also a 2 = E2m 2

2
, it appears 

that El and E2 are. not, equal. If 'ye now put au ;- Vala" we put 
à12 = mlm2VEIE~ .. What' reasóuable ground is there 'how fol' the sLip-
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position that if thel'e is a specific factor El fol' tbc mlltual attraction 
of the molecules of the fil'st kind of which we do not know with 
wh at pl'Opertr of these molecules it is in connertion, and if thel'e 

'is aJso a perfectly different factor E~ tor the mutual attmction of the 
second substance, we must not repl'esent the specific factor for the 
attraction of the dIfferent molecules inter se by Ew but by VEIE~. 

It is trlle that this supposition renders the calculations simplel' ; I had 
all'eady dl'awJl, attention to this in my Théorie- Moléculaire (Oont. lI, 
p. 45). But whether the calculations are somewhat more or some
what less easy does not seem a sllfficient grollnd, aftel' all, to intro
duce a supposition which invoh es that naturally a gl'eat lltlmbel' of I 
possible cases, among uthers also for the course of the spinodalline, 
are exclllded. If we put all possibilitie5 for the value of aU' then 
da ilJ a, - au 

d
- can also be = 0, viz. for -1- = . Weneed not go so far 

a; -a; al-aU 

hO wever, to give sufticient width also to the left l'egion. 

THE COURSE Ol!' THE g-I,!NES. 

The value of (~:)v = q is found ti'om t11e value of lP : 

<Xl 

q = 111RT 1-1 a; +J( dP ) dv. 
-ilJ d,'IJ 1/ 

v 

For x = 0 this expl'ession is negatively in fini te, fol' x = 1 it is 
positively infinite, so that we have qo = - 00 and ql = + 00. 

But it follows also from the equation of süüe that for all values 
<Xl 

of x the value of J( : ) vdv is also positively innnite for the 1ine v=b. 
v 

It is true tha,t 1'01' such small volumes the equation of state 
MRT a r = -- - - is not accurate when b is not made to depend on 
v--b v~ 

v, and the quasi association in the liquid state is 1eft out of account, 
<Xl 

and that the conclusion:f(~~)fv is infinitely large for v equal to the 

v 

limiting volume, eaUs for fllrther considel'ation before we mayaccept 
this as an incontestable tl'uth. But it 8eems to me that simple COll

siderations lead to this conclusion. Fol' the limiting volume p is "--, - (d) 
infinitely great, and if b iJlcl'eases with x, Ja: v is infinitely large 

43 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. IX. 
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00 

of ~igher order, whel'eas J(:~ ) v dv ean again diminish the ol'der of 

v 

infinity by a unit, because the facto!' of clv has this higher order of 
infinity only fol' an infinitesimal value of dv. But still the thesis 

0> 

remains tl'ue that J( ~~ ) v clv is infinitely great for v = b. 
v 

80 there is strong asymmetl'y in the shape of the q-lines. Whereas 
q = - 00 holds for x = 0 and every value of v> bI> q = + 00 holds 
all over the line of the limiting volumes, and for all volumes on the 
line x = 1 which are largel' than b2 • We derive immediately from 
this, that all the q-lines without exception start from the point ti: = 0 
and v = bl • In this point the value of q is indefinite, as also follows 
fl'om the va]ue of q as it is giyell by the appl'oximate equation of 
state, viz.: 

db dv 

m dle dm 
q == MR1' ll_m + MRT v-b --:;. 

It ,also follows from the appl'oximate equation of state that at 
their starting point all the q-lines touch the line v = b, of course 
with the exception of the line q = - 00. For we derive from 

(dl/1) == q 
dle v 

( 
d' lp) (dV) d' 1/1 - - +--0 
dxdv dm q dm 2

-

or 

d2 1/1 
Fot' - the approximate equation of state yields: 

d.1]2 

iVIRT d
2

b MRT (db)2 
d2 1/1 MRT d.v2 d,v 

dllJ2 = m(I-,'/!) + v-b + (v-W v 

We already found the value of _ d
2

1Jl = (dP) above. For (dV) 
d,vdv d,v dm rJ 

we find therefore: 
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MRT (db)~ 
1I1R'l' MRT d2b da; 

dv ~~ + -;;=.Z; a;;;; + (v-W v 

c{,vg- MRT db da 1 

(v-b)2 d[IJ d[IJ v2 

If we multiply numel'ator ttnd denominatol' by (v - b)2 and, if we 

put v = b, we find 1'01' the starting point of the q-lines (:v) = db 
ua; dx 

(v-b)2 
at least if we can pl'ove that -- is equal to zero for aJ = 0 and 

[IJ 

v = blo To show this, we put b = bl + fJJJ + YJ)2, and so v - b = 
v-b = (v - bl ) - [ufJ - y[v\ and t11en we find for (v - b) -- the vaIue: 

a; 

(v - b) I v X b
1 

- fJ - yx t . 

The term v -!2 is indefinite, but nevertheless the given value 
a; 

multiplied by v - b is really equal to zero. This resuIt, too, is still 
to be subjected to fUl'ther considel'ation, because it has been obtained 
by the aid of the equation of state, which is only known by approxi
mation. And then I must confess that I caJmot give a conclusive 
proof for this the'3is. But I have thought that I could accept it with 
great certainty, because in all such cases whel:e a whole group 
of ClU'ves starts from one vertex of an angle, e. g. for the lines 
of distillation of a tel'l1ary system, I have found this thesis confirmed 
that ihen they all touch one side of the angle. OnIy in ver)' 
exceptional caseE> the thesis is not vaJid. 

1\101'eover, t11e theses w hich I shall give fol' the fUl'ther course of 
the q-lines, are independent of ihe initia} directioll of these lines. 
Only, the q-lines themselves present a more natural comse when 
their initial direction is the indiC'ated one than in the opposite case. 

From the yalue given above for (dV) follows that they have a 
dx 9 

tangent II v-axis, when (~~)v= 0, and a tangent II aJ-axis, when 

d2 1J1 
-d 2 = O. Hence they have a very simple shape in a rE'gion where 

[(J 

the lines (dP) = 0 and dd2~ = 0 do not occur. Starting from the 
dx v [IJ 

point aJ = 0 and v = bl they always move to the right and towards 
43* 
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larger volume, and (~:)qiS always positive. Thel'efol'e (:)0 and as 

d~ljJ 
will presently appeal', dm~ are always pObitive in such a l'egion. As 

.'IJ 
V becomes greater the value of q approaches to JJfRT 1 1-tlJ' and 

for very large valne of v the q-lines may be considel'ed as lines 
parallel to the v-axis, fol' which the distribution over the region 
from aJ == 0 to tIJ == 1 is symmetrical. The lines fol' whieh q is 
negati\'e, extend therefore fi'om aJ == 0 to aJ == i and fol' aJ == t the 
value of q == O. It will only appeal' later on that yet in their course 
probably two points of inflection always oeeur for small volumes, 
a fact to whieh my attenti.on was first drawn by a remark of Dr. 
KOHNSTAMM, who had eonelnded to the presence of sueh points of 
inflection in the q-lines from pedectly different phenomena. 

But as soon as the line (dP) == 0 is present (the case that also 
dm v 

d
2

lJ' may be = 0 will be diseussed later on), a new particularity 
dm 2 

makes its appearance in the course of the q-lines. A q-lÎ11e, viz., 
which cuts this locus, has a tangent / / v-axis in its point of inter
secti.on, and reverses its course in so fal' that further it does not 
proceed to higher value of .'C, but runs back to smaller value -

so that (dV) , which is always positive in the beginning, is hence-
d:c q 

forth negative. From thaL point wh ere they intersect the 1ine . 

( dP) == 0 and where (dV) may be cOllsidered negati vely in fini te, 
dm v die q 

this quantity becomes smaller negative. Still fo!' v = ::f:J, the q-line 
must again run parallel v-axis. So there must again be a point of 
inflection in the course of the q-line. In fig. 2 this course of the 
q-lines has been represented, both in the fOl'mel' case when they do 

not intersect the curve (dP) , and wlIen they do so. In the latter 
die v 

case they have already proceeded to a higher value of al in theil' 
course than that they end in. They end asymptotieal to a line aJ==aJe, 

and at much smaller volume they also pass thl'Ollgh a point x- = aJe. 

The point at which with smaller volume they have the same va]ue 
of al as th at with which they end, lies on a locus which has a 

shape pl'esenting g'l'eat l'esemblance with th~ line (:~l o. -The valuEl 
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for the points of this locus 1l1:1y be deriveu in the following W:1y. 
00 

lf we write tI' = kiRT! (1-x) log (1-x) + tV log x 1+ JZ)(lv 
1) 

(d
tfJ) IV Jl(oo dP) then - = q = MRTI- + - clv. 

d.v v I-a: dm v 
v 

a; 
At infinite volume the val ue of q = },IJ RT 1-- :1S we s:1w:1bove. 

I-a; 

The locus under consideration must therefore be determined by 

Joo(d~) clv = O. Hence on the line x = the fin:11 v:11ue, :1 point must 
dm v 

v 
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Cl) 

be found such that, pl'oceeding along that same x-line, n(dF)d:JJ = O. J 1 die v 

v 

80 from this fo11ows immeeliately 1. that the points of the said locus 

restrict themselves to those vnJues of x in which the cnrve (dP) = 0 
dm v 

oecurs, 2. that the points must be found with smaller volumes than 

those of (dF) = O. Fo!' sueh p'oints with smaller volume is viz. 
die v 

( dF) positive, anel for points with greater volume negative -
dm 11 

however when the volume may be eonsielered as a gas vohune th is 
négative value has an exeeedingly small amount. And even without 

00 

drawing up the eqUationJ'(~~)vdV = 0, we eonclude th at the said locus 
tI 

has the same x-asymptote as (dF) = 0 itself, and is fllrther to be 
dt/] ,v 

found at smaller volumes. Rence it will alElo have a point where 
lts tangent runs // x-aXlS There is even a whole series of loci 10 be 
given of more or less lmpol'hmce fol' Oul' theol'Y, wl1lch have a 

course analogous to that of (dF) = 0 and n(CI) d~) dv = O. 
die v J 1 d,v v 

v 

The lat ter IS obtained fl'om (dF) by integration with respect to v; 
d,1] v 

all the dIfferenhal quolients with respect to v of the same function 

- put equal to 0 have an analogous course - tlms -- = 0 (~) ~ 
dm v d,vdv 

whieh IS a locus of great importance for our theory, That it has the same 

iV asymptote as (dF) = 0 ltself, and that all lts other points are to 
- dm v 

be found at hlgher \ alue of v, follows unmediately from the fo11ow-

mg consideratlOn. Fot' a point of the hne (dP) = 0 the value of 
d,I] vT 

( dF) = 0, Fol' points of the same x and smaller v th is value is 
d,v 

positive - bui fol' points wiih larger v negative, For v = 00 this negative 
value has, howeve1', again l'etnrned to 0, 80 thel'e must have been 
a maximnm negattve valno fOL' a ceL'iain voltune lal'gel' ihan thai 
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. d~p 
for which this value = O. These are the points for WhlCh d d =0. 

m v 
d~ 

Fol' smaller value of the vohuue d P
d 

is therefore negative - on tlie 
IV v 

othel' hand positive for larger volumes. The approximate equation 
of state yields for the loci mentioned and fol' following lOCI these 
equations : 

db da 
00 

dm dm 
Jd

p 
- for - dv = 0 

v-b V dm 
v 

db da 

dm d.v 
fol' (dI') - - =0 

(v-w v2 dm v 

db da 

dm dm 
fol' ( d

2p
) - =0. 

(v-b)~ v3 dmdv 

And so forth. 
But let us now return aftel' this digression to the descriptio11 of 

the shape of the q-lines. Whenever a q-line passes through the locus 
rn J (~)dV = 0, the asymptote to which it will draw 11ear at infinite 

v 
volume is lmown by the value of x fol' that point of intersection. For 
the present it doe8, indeed, pursue its course towards higher value of x, 

but when its meets the locus (~)u= 0, lt has the highest value of 

iV, and a tangent II v-axis. From there it runs back to smaller vaIue 
of 0..'. 

And this would c011clude the discussion of the compIications in 
the shape of the q-lines, If in many cases fol' values of T at which 
the solid state has not yet made its appeal'ance, there did not exist 
another locus, which can strongly modify the shape of the q-lines, 
and as we shall see later on, so stl'ongly that three-phase-pressure 
may be the consequence of it. 

d2 l/J d2 1J1 
The quantities - and - occur in the equation of the spinodal 

dv 2 d,v'}, 

curve in the same way. It may be already derived fl'om this th at 
d21jJ d~1J1 

the existence of the loci - = 0 and - = 0 will have the same 
dv2 dm 2 

significance fol' the determination of the eourse of the spinodal line. 
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That 'as yet our atteniÏon bas almost exclusively been dil'ected to -

d2 tfJ - == 0 is due to the fact that we know with certainty that a 
dv2 

gi~en binary mixture fUl'nishes points for the l~tter locus for values 
of T below Tic fol' that mixture, whel'eas the conditions fol' the 

d2 1/J 
existence of a locus - == 0 are not known - and it might be 

dllJ2 

suspected that this remained confined to _ temperatures so low that 
the solid state would have set in, anël S0 the complications which 
would be ('aused by this, could not be observed. Tbat such a sup
position is not quite unfounded may still be safely concluded from 
the bebavioul' of many mixtures, which quite answer to the consi-

d 2w 
derations in which the curve - is Ieft out of account. But that 

dllJ2 

the behaviour of mixtures fol' ,vhich more complicated phenomemL 
occur, cannot be acconnted for but by taking into consideration that 
d 2 lJ1 
- can be = 0, 8eems also beyond doubt to me. 
dm' 

The approximate equation of state gives for this qnantity the . 
. following value: 

(
db)2 d'b d2a 

MRT - MRT-
MRT d,'/] d,'/]2 dllJ2 
--- -+- --~--'---+ -----
lIJ (I-lIJ) (v-b)' v-b v 

which I shall still somewhat simplify by assurning that b depends 
d'b 

linearly on tV, and so - = O. We can easily del'ive from this form 
d,'1J' 

d 2 w 
that if dm' can be = 0, this wiII be the case in a closed curve. At 

d'w 
the bounc1aries of the v"r-diagram - is certainly positive. For ,1' = 0 

dm' 

and :IJ = 1 even infinitely gl'eat. Also fol' v = b. And fol' v = 00 

MRT 
it reduces Lo -(1 -)' tbe minimum value of wbich is equal to 

m -lIJ 

4 frIRT. That, if only T is taken low enongh, it can be negative, 
d~a 

at least if dm' is positi ve, is also obvious. At exceedingly low mIlle 

of T it ean take up a pretty lal'ge part of t11e v,tv-diagm1l1, which 
must especially be sought in the reg ion of the small volumes. With 
ri se of temperl1tme this locus contl'l1cts, and at 11 certain maximum 
tempet'ature fot' iLs existence, it l'educes 10 a '3ingle point. 80 it is 
])0 longer found' above a certain temperature. 

(1'0 be contim~ed). 


